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Holcombe - The Upsides and Downsides of Covid – 19 

 

Holcombe is a small, quiet village adjacent to Stratton on the Fosse and Coleford, which used 

to go about its daily life in a calm and tranquil manner; that is until 3 weeks ago when the 

coronavirus struck and forced its residents to rethink their daily routines and quickly adapt to 

the ongoing and deadly crisis.  The village has faced many challenges in the past 

predominantly concerned with the loss of small businesses however nothing on this scale or 

complexity has been experienced before.  Of course the 

lockdown affects everyone in very different ways depending 

on a number of factors including profession, age, children, 

health and financial position however the fact that the virus 

does not discriminate and we are all capable of transmitting 

it to others has had a profound effect on the way that the 

villagers have responded and changed their behaviours.   

 

We asked a number of villagers from across a range of 

backgrounds to share their experiences to demonstrate how 

they are coping with the lockdown and to provide some food 

for thought for others in similar circumstances.  Their 

perspectives are shown below and for some this experience 

is far more serious, challenging and longer lasting than for 

others, but what is clear from these articles is the enduring 

nature of optimism, resilience and community spirit.  This is symbolised by the Union flag that 

flies with pride from the newly installed flagpole on the playing field.  This flagpole was 

originally inspired by the requirement for the village to mark VE Day 75 and to honour national 

events and local people in the future, however since the lockdown it has served to provide a 

beacon of hope and a vivid demonstration of resilience in the battle against coronavirus.    

 

Volunteer’s Perspective 

 

Over 50 Holcombe residents have shown incredible community spirit by agreeing to act as 

volunteers to help assist those affected by the Coronavirus. Coordinators have been taking 

the calls from self-isolating residents to establish what they need 

help with, the most common of which is the collection of prescriptions 

and shopping done.  Since the lockdown, the volunteers have 

collected and delivered 10 prescriptions, conducted many shopping 

trips and provided reassurance calls to those in self-isolation.  In 

addition, many of the volunteers deliberately take their daily walks 

around areas of the village that house the most vulnerable to 

wave/speak to any residents that they might see just in an attempt 

to reduce the feeling of isolation. 

There is a concern that with the passing of time the isolation that 

some will suffer will become greater and therefore the coordinators 

are encouraging those people to get in touch for a chat. Work is ongoing to continue to identify 

those in need using maildrops, notices around the village, social media and word of mouth. 
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Vulnerable Elderly Person’s Perspective 

 

Until late March I was under the misapprehension that I was a reasonably fit baby boomer, 

being kept busy with local Committees and volunteering in various ways around the village 

and beyond.  Then on 23 March I received a text from the NHS Coronavirus Service, advising 

me that I was one of the 1.5 million people who had to self-isolate at home for 12 weeks, due 

to my being over 70 years of age with COPD.  I was instructed not to walk around outside 

the house, drive my car, go shopping, visit my family, or perform any of the normal everyday 

tasks I took for granted. I was suddenly in the Vulnerable Elderly category, which came as a 

huge shock to me. I think I aged 10 years in 10 minutes!  I then spent the rest of the day 

wondering how I was going to cope, but was not particularly apprehensive.  The next day I 

put crosses against all the meetings in my diary, admittedly with 

a great deal of relish, and then decided my next priority was to 

order antiseptic wipes for door handles, the doorbell, the mailbox 

and gate latch, and was surprised to find that the earliest delivery 

date would be mid-May!  As my husband does most of the 

shopping and cooking it was unlikely that I would starve.  Our 

village was very quick to leap into action, instigated by our Parish 

Clerk, Vickie Watts, who set up a team of volunteers to fetch 

shopping, prescriptions etc. for people who were confined to their 

homes.  Within a few days there were approximately 60 

volunteers covering Holcombe and Coleford, and although in 

previous times I would have expected to be one of these 

volunteers, I instead was on the receiving end when a 

prescription had to be collected from Oakhill, taken to Coleford 

pharmacy and then delivered to me.  A very strange feeling, having to call on other people 

for help, further contributing to my ageing process!  I’m now on my 3rd week of self-isolating, 

and I seem to have settled into it quite well.  I haven’t yet started on the projects that I thought 

would be occupying my time – jigsaw puzzles and organising my photos into albums, because 

my days are taken up with emails, Facebook, Messenger, and phone calls from friends I 

haven’t seen for years.  So far, I’m coping remarkably well and enjoying a stress-free 

environment. This can’t be said for my husband, who is missing his friends at the pub, or our 

dogs, who are not getting the companionship of our friends and their doggies. The biggest 

question at the moment is whether restrictions will be lifted in 9 weeks, or whether life will 

take far longer to get back to normal. 

 

Ambulance Service Perspective 

 

Holcombe is fortunate to have 3 ambulance stations that form part of South Western 

Ambulance Service within a reasonable travelling distance. Frome, Shepton Mallet and 

Paulton stations all cover the village and resources from further afield can attend if necessary.  

An additional local provision is the Public Access Defibrillator 

(PAD) that is located at the Lychgate by the playing field where 

the air ambulance has landed on occasion. This PAD is 

registered with ambulance control. 

We do need the help of the public in these difficult times. Covid-

19 is putting enormous pressure on the NHS and the public can 

help ensure that we can meet this challenge by only calling 999 

in a genuine emergency. Please, follow the current government advice on how you can do 

your bit to support the NHS.  
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Business Perspective 

 

Bath and West Country Walks.  This walking holiday 

company based in Holcombe was established by Graham 

and Sue Robinson in 2000 and having survived foot and 

mouth and the ash cloud they are now battling with 

coronavirus.  It has been necessary to cancel many 

holidays, and they are working with the hotels they regularly 

use both locally and in the Cotswolds, Exmoor and overseas 

in Austria and Cyprus to reschedule the holidays for later in 

the year or even 2021. 

 

The majority of their 500+ customers have rebooked and are looking forward to enjoying 

walking in the English countryside in the future.  Come the autumn if all goes well we will be 

walked off our feet and the UK will be getting back to normal, fingers crossed. In the meantime 

we ourselves are able to take advantage of the many and varied footpaths in the beautiful 

countryside around Holcombe for our daily exercise.  

 

The Holcombe Inn.    Who would have thought that when we bought the inn in November 

2019 that Covid-19 would be our new topic of conversation and daily questions on when will 

we open again?  Our ideas of adding more luxurious layers 

to the rooms in the inn are still happening and bringing a 

more seasonal, contemporary, locally sourced & home 

grown produce on to our menus is still going ahead but we 

have been faced with the challenge of what to do now.  

 

We have changed tack and we are delighted to be offering 

Friday night takeaways and opening as a local community 

shop.  The gardens are being worked on daily and you 

might well see us sanding down garden tables in readiness 

for the day that will come when we can open again!  

 

Vicar’s Perspective 

 

Holcombe is almost unique in having 2 churches – St Andrew’s 

Parish Church in the centre of the village and Holcombe Old 

Church across the fields. No church services have been held 

since Sunday 15 March and churches have been locked since 

Tuesday 24 March.  All weddings and christenings have been 

put on hold and funerals may only be held by the graveside or 

at a crematorium with well under 10 people attending and strict 

social distancing adhered to. But does this church lockdown 

mean that our churches are closed? No! We have been 

learning to worship in different ways. Because some of our 

members both in Holcombe and in Coleford (the other village 

in our benefice) do not have access to the internet, I decided 

not to live-stream. Each week I send out an email which 

includes news of different friends and theological reflection.  
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This gets delivered to those who don’t receive email (with proper sanitising adhered to). In 

addition to this keeping in touch, members telephone one another and I was approached by 

several people from the village who have volunteered to help with delivering shopping, 

collecting medication etc. We have several church members who are over 70 and therefore 

are self-isolating, some of whom have been advised to do so for a minimum period of 3 

months. Equally, we have several church members who are younger, and one who, with her 

husband, is working on the frontline in the NHS.  In the middle of the lockdown came Holy 

Week and Easter. I don’t know how many of our congregation stood outside in their gardens 

and sang Jesus Christ is Risen Today but when I did, I found tears pouring down my face. At 

St Andrew’s Church an Easter Cross blows in the wind – a sign of Jesus’ Resurrection - 

showing the hope of our own resurrection when all of this is over and we can truly sing Thine 

Be The Glory in our church building again.  

 

Teacher’s Perspective 

 

With the speed of the lock down few parents or carers were prepared to have their young 

people at home, let alone take over their education!  Some schools sent home minute by 

minute plans, others, very limited resources.  The use of ICT has come to the fore and 

education has moved online with a plethora of websites available to promote learning. This 

has caused some pressures for families who have limited IT resources but by contacting their 

school, education packs and worksheets should be able to be posted out. 

 

Teachers are still working in schools, supporting children and 

young people of key workers, whilst maintaining some form of 

routine, particularly important for students with SEN.  Many 

parents and carers have become inventive in supporting their 

children with learning and children are experiencing some of 

those activities that have been lost with pressure of formal 

education. Working in the garden, socialising with family 

members, cooking, playing board games and simply going out for 

a walk. 

Within Holcombe and Coleford, rainbow and teddy bear walks 

have been introduced to encourage young people to get out and 

about and are proving very popular.  In addition, Easter egg 

painting and a children’s quiz posted in the lychgate have 

encouraged children to be creative and to think more inquisitively.  Despite these activities, 

some families find it very difficult to motivate young people in the home environment but 

maintaining a basic routine is key; I have also found that bribes work well too! 

 

 

 


